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“It’s deﬁnitely too cold for
me”: LA artist Alex Israel
braves the Swedish chill
for his latest exhibition
By Allyson Shiﬀman
September 27, 2022

We speak with the famed LA-based artist on the occasion of his
exhibition “Cut-Outs” at Hospitalet in Stockholm. He talks being the
face of his work, fashion collaborations and why he could never, ever,
live in Scandinavia

Credit : Carl Kostyál.

Alex Israel’s paintings, which tend to evoke magic hour in his hometown of
Los Angeles, are held in a certain regard by Swedes. “The work is bright and
optimistic, and I think that’s something that might appeal, especially in the
winter months,” the artist suggests when I bring up his Scandinavian fanbase.
“You can look at something and be reminded of a warm, sunny place across the
world.”
Israel is sitting beneath the generous ceilings of Hospitalet, the mental asylumturned-art gallery in Stockholm’s Nacka in which his solo show, “Cut-Outs”,
presented by Carl Kostyál, is opening in just a few hours. He wears his
signature black sunglasses and a forest green hoodie. Israel has been in town
installing for a couple of days. He likes Stockholm, noting that “it’s incredibly
beautiful and the people are super nice”. Plus, there’s the “heightened aesthetic
sensibility”. Just one setback though: “It’s definitely too cold for me,” he says.
“This is as cold as it will ever get in winter in Los Angeles.”

For someone who has become an art world superstar via the power of his own
face – since he first introduced his Self-Portrait in profile a decade ago, it has
evolved into an instantly recognisable symbol – Israel is sweetly soft-spoken.
“That image has sort of become abstract to me, I don’t see it as myself. I see it as
a logo for practise, that includes many things," he says. In the intervening years,
the portrait has appeared as colour-blocked fibreglass paintings that fetch big
bucks at auction, as well as being plastered on magnets and stickers. Ironically,
it also served as Israel’s Facebook profile before it was ever hung on the wall.
The portrait is at the centre of this latest show as well. This time around, it
appears as a sort of work on paper framed in stainless steel. While works on
paper are oft imperfectly realised by the artist’s hand, Israel’s are impossibly
glossy, drawn via computer before being laser cut and airbrushed in acrylic
paint. “They’re very clean, they’re very sharp, they’re very contained,” he says.
Also “on paper” are Israel’s graphic waves and surfboard fins.

For Israel, who has enjoyed collaborations that range from Louis Vuitton to
Snapchat, that indelible profile image is simply an exercise in branding. Like
Andy Warhol before him, the artist recognises the power of allowing the public
to consume him as a pleasing, digestible image. In Israel’s case, this image was
introduced at just the right moment. “Looking back with hindsight, it was
really a moment where we were on the precipice of this shift towards this new
way of communicating with social media and a new way of expressing
ourselves as brands,” Israel says. “We were just starting to know the word
selfie.”
Sensing a “vibe shift”, the artist was compelled to “ride this wave he saw
coming”. “Even though I was kind of shy and thought it might come across as
egomaniacal to put my face so prominently on my work, I had to do it,” he says.
Sufficient to say, it worked out for Israel. On my way to the exhibition opening,
I see his face plastered on walls and lampposts on exhibition flyers all over
Stockholm. And at the opening itself, I spot a selfie or two being taken, Israel’s
work serving as the perfect backdrop.
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